IGEBA - The Global Standard For Quality & Performance

Innovative design and quality construction make the IGEBA NEBULO series ULV cold foggers the most effective and capable electric cold foggers available. NEBULO cold foggers use high powered electric motors and superior technology to produce a stable, even fog that carries farther and penetrates deeper than other cold fogger models. All NEBULO foggers have variable flow regulators to fine tune the fog particle sizes.

Use NEBULO cold foggers to apply any non-flammable solution including insecticides, disinfectants, deodorants, fungicides, bactericides and more.

IGEBA NEBULO ULV Cold Fogger

The pinnacle of quality and performance in portable cold fogging. All NEBULO cold fog machines produce a stable, uniform fog used to treat both open spaces as well as object surfaces.

All NEBULO cold foggers are fitted with variable regulators that flow from 0 to 4 GPH while keeping 70% of all particles under 20 microns - even when set at the highest output level.

All NEBULOs use a powerful 700 watt electric motor that produces a greater volume of fog at a higher velocity than other cold fogging machines. This projects a denser fog at higher velocities, providing better reach and superior coverage.

NEBULO Specs:
- Electric motor: 110/120 VAC, 700 Watts
- Weight (empty): 8.4 lbs (3.8 kg)
- Dimensions: 15.75”H x 13.75”W (40cm x 35cm)
- Tank capacity: 1 US Gal (4 Liters)
- Output: variable 0.1 - 4.0GPH (0.3 - 15 LPH)

IGEBA NEBUROTO R ULV Cold Fogger

The NEBUROTO R fogger has all the same quality features of the NEBULO plus the ability to rotate the fogging head from 90° to 360°. This makes the NEBUROTO R one of the most versatile and efficient electric portable cold foggers available.

This adjustable rotation allows the operator to define the area and surfaces to be treated, keeping waste costs down and efficiency up. Fitted with an event timer (not supplied), the NEBUROTO R can be used for unattended automated cold fogging applications.

NEBUROTO R Specs:
- Electric motor: 110/120 VAC, 700 Watts
- Weight (empty): 11.5 lbs (5.2 kg)
- Dimensions: 15.75”H x 13.75”W (40x35cm)
- Tank capacity: 1 US Gal (4 Liters)
- Output: variable 0.1 - 4.0 GPH(0.3-15 L/H)

Always read and understand the documentation provided with the foggers before use.